Detection of inherited mutations for hereditary cancer using target enrichment and next generation sequencing.
Hereditary cancers occur because of inherited gene mutations. Genetic testing has been approved to provide information for risk assessment and rationale for appropriate intervention. Testing methods currently available for clinical use have some limitations, including sensitivity and testing throughput, etc. Next generation sequencing (NGS) has been rapidly evolving to increase testing sensitivity and throughput. It can be potentially used to identify inherited mutation in clinical diagnostic setting. Here we develop an effective method employing target enrichment and NGS platform to detect common as well as rare mutations for all common hereditary cancers in a single assay. Single base substitution across 115 hereditary cancer related genes using YH (the first Asian genome) was characterized to validate our method. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 93.66, 99.98 and 99.97 %, were achieved, respectively. In addition, we correctly identified 53 SNVs and indels of BRCA1 and BRCA2 in two breast cancer specimens, all confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Accuracy in detecting copy number variation (CNV) was corroborated in 4 breast cancer specimens with known CNVs in BRAC1. Application of the method to 85 clinical cases revealed 22 deleterious mutations, 11 of which were novel. In summary, our studies demonstrate that the target enrichment combined with NGS method provides the accuracy, sensitivity, and high throughput for genetic testing for patients with high risk of hereditary or familial cancer.